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Table 1: Situation report of confirmed COVID-19 cases and deaths as at 11:50pm June 14th 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of days since first reported case</th>
<th>New cases</th>
<th>Total Confirmed cases</th>
<th>Deaths</th>
<th>Recoveries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>137,526</td>
<td>7,690,708</td>
<td>427,630</td>
<td>3,755,576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>16,085</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>5,220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagos</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>7,103</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>1,185</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Figure 1: Summary of COVID-19 cases in Nigeria as at 11:50pm June 14th 2020

Data source: NCDC: https://covid19.ncdc.gov.ng
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Figure 2: Weekly distribution of total confirmed cases, new cases, deaths and discharged COVID-19 cases in Nigeria (wk12-25)

Data Source: NCDC: https://covid19.ncdc.gov.ng

Figure 3: Distribution of COVID 19 Cases by Geopolitical Zones in Nigeria
Global Updates

According to WHO, total confirmed cases worldwide is 7,690,708 with 427,630 deaths. The top three affected countries include USA, Russian Federation and Brazil. The number of total confirmed cases, new cases and total deaths respectively are as follows: USA (2,032,524; 22,133 and 114,466), Brazil (828,810; 25,982 and 41,828) and Russian Foundation (528,964; 8,835 and 6,948). Brazil’s daily death toll is now the highest globally with Peru one of the world’s hot spot. China reports the highest daily number of new coronavirus cases in two months with concerns of a second wave arises after a cluster of new COVID-19 cases associated with a wholesale market in Beijing; some parts are under lock down with travel warnings across the country; even as more European countries prepare to open their borders for travels. In Africa, there are 167,566 confirmed cases and 3,998 deaths. South Africa has the highest record of 65,736 confirmed cases and 1,423 deaths; followed by Nigeria (15,181 confirmed cases, and 399 deaths); Ghana (11,118 confirmed cases, with 48 deaths) and Algeria (10,810 confirmed cases, with 760 deaths).

Nigeria

Four hundred and three (403) new COVID-19 cases, have been reported from 20 states- Gombe (73), Lagos (68), Kano (46), Edo (36), FCT(35), Nasarawa (31), Kaduna (17), Oyo (16), Abia (15), Delta (13), Borno (13), Plateau (8), Niger (7), Rivers (7), Enugu (6), Ogun (6), Kebbi (3), Ondo (1), Anambra (1) and Imo (1). This makes a total of 16,085 confirmed cases of COVID-19 distributed as follows in 35 states and the FCT: Lagos (7,103), FCT (1,247), Kano (1,137), Edo (580), Ogun (559), Oyo (507), Rivers (489), Kaduna (446), Borno (438), Katsina (414), Bauchi (410), Gombe (410), Jigawa (317), Delta (267), Nasarawa (172), Abia (166), Ebonyi (162), Plateau (156), Kwara (150), Imo (136), Sokoto (132), Zamfara (76), Anambra (65), Ondo (64), Enugu (57), Kebbi (57), Niger (56), Yobe (55), Osun (50), Akwa Ibom (48), Adamawa (42), Benue (34), Bayelsa (32), Ekiti (30), Taraba (18) and Kogi (3). The Jabi Lake Mall has been sealed up for violating the Federal Government’s directive on the ban of public health gatherings. Taraba State government has eased the lockdown imposed on the state as a result of the COVID-19 Pandemic over the forthcoming polls. Rivers state has announced no fewer than 82 health workers in the state has tested positive for coronavirus with a recorded death of a health worker due to coronavirus. 269 Nigerian evacuees arrived Nigeria from India (103 in Lagos, 166 in Abuja). A new protocol for evacuation of Nigerians from abroad has been developed, all will be required to sign and abide by this agreement; in addition, NCDC has issued new guidelines for worship centres. The National Association of Resident Doctors resolves to commence on a nationwide strike on Monday but exempts doctors at various isolation and treatment centres in Nigeria.

Lagos State

Sixty-eight (68) new COVID-19 cases; this brings the total confirmed cases to 7,103 which is more than two-fifths (44%) of the total confirmed cases in the nation. 48 more cases; 17 females & 31 males including 10 foreign nationals -2 Indians, 4 Americans, 2 Polish, 1 Brazilian & 1 Dutch have been discharged, this brings
the total discharged to 1,185 while COVID-19 related fatalities remain at 82, one-fifths (20%) of the nation’s mortality figures. LASUTH loses one of her nurses to covid-19. As the World celebrates World Blood Donor Day, the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and the various phases of lockdown and travel restrictions has brought about some challenges to the blood donation drive says the State Commissioner for Health, Prof Akin Abayomi. Contact tracing and sample collection for COVID-19 still on-going at various sample collection centres across the 20 LGAs of the state. Residents are advised to continue to adhere strictly to the use of face mask, physical distancing and hand hygiene.
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